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Introduction

 Time-series data generally do not have human recognizable patterns and require

specialists for annotation/labeling.

 Some image-based contrastive learning methods are not able to work on time-series

data for the following reasons:

 They may not able to address the temporal dependencies of data.

 Some augmentation techniques used for image generally cannot fit well with time-series data.



 A framework, Time-Series representation learning via Temporal and Contextual Contrasting

(TS-TCC), were proposed

 Employing simple data augmentations that can fit any time-series data to create two different, but correlated views

of input data.

 Temporal contrasting module to learn robust representations by designing a tough cross-view prediction task.

 Contextual contrasting module to further learn discriminative representations.
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Data augmentation
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Model
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Temporal contrasting 





 Two losses

 Using Transformer as the autoregressive model.

 Pre-norm residual connection: for stable gradients.

 Add a token c to the input whose act as a representative context vector in the output (Like [CLS] in BERT).
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Contextual contrasting
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Experimental results

 Datasets

 Human Activity Recognition (HAR): 6 activities, ex. walking, standing,…

 Sleep Stage Classification (Sleep-EDF): 5 classes, ex. wake, rapid eye movement,…

 Epilepsy Seizure Prediction (Epilepsy): 2 classes, ex. True / False

 Fault Diagnosis (FD): 4 different working conditions, and each contains 3 classes: healthy, inner fault,

and outer fault.



 Baselines

 Random initialization: training a linear classifier on top of randomly initialized encoder.

 Supervised: supervised training of both encoder and classifier model.

 SSL-ECG: self-supervised learning through recognition of 6 different transformations.

 CPC: contrastive predictive coding, pretrained by predicting the latent vector on future timesteps.

 SimCLR: using time-series specific augmentations to adapt SimCLR.

 Evaluation metrics

 Accuracy (ACC)

 Macro-averaged F1-score (MF1): Arithmetic mean of all the per-class F1 scores.
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 TS-TCC v.s. baseline methods

 TS-TCC outperforms all the three state-of-the-art methods.

 Contrastive methods generally achieve better results than the pretext-based method, which reflects the power of

invariant features learned by contrastive methods. (CPC, SimCLR, TS-TCC <-> SSL-ECG)

 CPC method shows better results than SimCLR, indicating that temporal features are more important than

general features in time-series data.
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 Semi-supervised Training

 Supervised training v.s. TS-TCC

 Training the model with 1%, 5%, 10%, 50%, and 75% of randomly selected instances of the training data.

 TS-TCC (FT): Fine-tuned the pretrained encoder with few labeled samples.

 TS-TCC (FT) achieves significantly better performance than supervised training with only 1% of labeled data.
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 Transfer Learning Experiment

 Fault Diagnosis (FD): Containing 4 different working condition, each has different characteristics from the other

working conditions.

 Training the model on one condition (source domain) and test it on another condition (target domain).

 Supervised v.s. TS-TCC
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 Ablation study

 TC-only: predict the future timesteps of the same augmented view.

 TC + X-Aug: TC + adding the cross-view prediction.

 TC + X-Aug + CC (TS-TCC): proposed TS-TCC model.

 TS-TCC (Weak only): generate two different views from the weak augmentation.

 TS-TCC (Strong only): generate two different views from the strong augmentation.
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Conclusions

 Temporal contrasting module learns robust temporal features by applying a tough

cross-view prediction task.

 Contextual contrasting module to learn discriminative features upon the learned

robust representations.

 TS-TCC shows high efficiency on few-labeled data and transfer learning scenarios.



Thank you for your attention.


